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Introduction 

Geophysical methods for fractures detectionp y

Shear wave splitting, (Crampin, 1981)
AVO, AVAZ (Aki and Richards, 1980. Rügers,1998)AVO, AVAZ (Aki and Richards, 1980. Rügers,1998)

David Gray and Kim Head, 2000

Fracture can be simulated to the linear slip 
interface (Non-welded contact interface)

Rider, 2002 Asquith and Krygowski, 2004Fractured 
media



Introduction 
Schoenberg developed the theory of non-welded contactSchoenberg developed the theory of non welded contact  

interface. (1980)
Pyrak-Nolte has confirmed non-welded contact interface y

theory by laboratory measurements (1990)
Chaisri and Krebes obtained the solutions of the reflection 

and transmission coefficients for non-welded contact 
interface embedded in isotropic media. (2000)
Slawinski and Krebes modeled SH wave propagation in non-

welded contact media. (2002)
Hood,1989, 1991; Carcione,1996; Hsu, 1993; Coates, 1995.



Mechanism of the interface contacts with media 
A welded contact interfaceA welded contact interface

AVO and AVAZ detected fractures using amplitude variation versus offset and 
azimuth  (Aki and Richards, 1980, Rügers, 1998)



Mechanism of the interface contacts with media
A welded contact interface boundary conditions (P-SV)A welded contact interface boundary conditions (P SV)

1)  The continuity displacements

1

2
Welded 
interface

2)  The continuity stresses



Mechanism of the interface contacts with media
A non-welded contact interfaceA  non welded contact interface 
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Pyrak-Nolte (1990) has confirmed non-welded contact interface theory by laboratory 
measurementsmeasurements.



An non-welded interface contact boundary conditions (P-SV)
Mechanism of the interface contacts with media 
An non welded interface contact boundary conditions (P SV)
1)  The discontinuity displacements

1

2

Non-welded 
interface

2)  The continuity stresses



Long wavelength assumptionLong wavelength assumption
Estimate elastic moduli for the linear slip interface

Finely layered medium behaves approximately as TI y y pp y
medium

Some Strains of fine layer can be expressed in terms ofSome Strains of fine layer can be expressed in terms of 
thickness-weighted average 

An equivalent TI media can replace the fractured mediaAn equivalent TI media can replace the fractured media
(the linear slip interface embedded in background medium)



Long wavelength assumptionLong wavelength assumption 
Estimate elastic moduli for the linear slip interface

Constant



Long wavelength assumption

Elastic moduli:

Long wavelength assumption 
Estimate elastic moduli for the linear slip interface

Elastic moduli:

The stress tractions across the fracture:
Long wavelength assumption 

0

Strains are same as background

0



Long wavelength assumptionLong wavelength assumption 
Estimate elastic moduli for the linear slip interface
The relationship of stresses and strainsThe relationship of stresses and strains
in fracture system (linear slip interface)

The transverse isotropic fracture system (linear slip interface) 
compliance matrixcompliance matrix



Group theory 
Fractured media decomposed into fracture medium andFractured media decomposed into fracture medium and 
background medium 

 elastic moduli be mapped to the elements of group

 fractured media are originated by fracture sum
background media 

fractured media can decomposed into background
medium and fracture.



Group theory 
Fractured media decomposed into fracture medium and

Fractured medium moduli transform

Fractured media decomposed into fracture medium and 
background medium 

Fractured medium moduli transform
to a commutative group

Subtracting group element of fracture         ,
from the fractured medium groupfrom the fractured medium group



Group theory 
Fractured media decomposed into fracture medium andFractured media decomposed into fracture medium and 
background medium 
The background medium stiffness moduli 6x6 matrixThe background medium stiffness moduli 6x6 matrix



Group theory 
Fractured media decomposed into fracture and

Fracture compliances with a isotropic background medium:

Fractured media decomposed into fracture and 
background medium 
Fracture compliances with a isotropic background medium:



Conclusion

The linear slip interface (non-welded contact) exhibits 
displacement discontinuity and stress continuity inherent in p y y
the boundary conditions.
In the long wavelength assumption, the linear slip interface g g p , p

can simulate the fracture and moduli can be derived so that 
fractured medium can be described with four parameters 
μ, λ,      and     .

Group theory can decompose fractured media into a fracture 
medium and a background medium.   



Future work

Model horizontal and vertical fractures (linear slip interface) 
embedded in isotropic or anisotropic background media.p p g

Study a medium moduli of the non-linear slip interface byStudy a medium moduli of the non linear slip interface by 
considering the viscosity parameter. 

Study a case of fractured media-wormholes caused by cold 
heavy oil production.y p
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